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Abstract
In the PLS (Pohang Light Source), more than 200 units of uni-polar and bi-polar high precision magnet power supplies (MPS’s) have been operated since 1994. The uni-polar MPS’s are 12-step SCR rectifier type, and the bi-polar MPS’s are H-bridge type choppers that adopt IGBT’s. Also, 144 units of transistor linear-type shunt controllers for the BBA (Beam-Based Alignment) application were added in 1997. The storage ring operation of the PLS starts with injection of 2-GeV beam from the PLS linac, and the beam energy is ramped to 2.5 GeV for normal operation by increasing operation currents of MPS and output powers of RF stations. In this paper, we discuss technical details and performance-test results of the PLS high precision MPS’s, and introduce our upgrade plan of the MPS’s

1 PLS MAGNET POWERSUPPLY STRUCTURE

Fig. 1 and 2 show structures of uni-polar and bi-polar MPS’s respectively. Uni-polar MPS’s are 12-step SCR rectifiers and Bi-polar ones are H-bridge type choppers using IGBT’s. Main advantages of these include simple operation, maintenance and upgrade.

2 TRANSISTOR LINEAR TYPE SHUNT CONTROLLER FOR BBA

Transistor-type linear shunt controllers are connected in parallel with quadrupole power supplies for the orbit correction of stored beam. Total 144 BBAPS (Beam Based Alignment Power Supply) are installed in 1997. BBAPS can control 10% of quadrupole magnet current. Fig. 3 and 4 show the wire connection of BBAPS and quadrupole MPS.

3 UNI-POLAR RAMPING CONTROLLER

In the PLS, beam energy is ramped to 2.5 GeV after beam fill-up at 2.0 GeV. In this process, MPS currents should be ramped accordingly and had been done by the VME system, before special ramping controllers were installed to each uni-polar MPS’s in 2001. They feature dual interface ports of VME and Ethernet and can afford real time control of 42 uni-polar MPS’s. Fig. 5 shows the functional diagram of uni-polar ramping controller. The master section keeps communicating with control console via TCP/IP. Slave sections are distributed along 42 uni-polar MPS’s and series connected through fiber optics. During the ramping and de-ramping operations, MPS’s are controlled by the master section of the ramping controller and returns the control to the VME upon completion.
5 MEASUREMENT RESULT OF MPS PERFORMANCE

In the U7-undulator beamline, fluctuation of photon intensity has been observed with frequency peaks at ten to several tens of Hz. We have found strong correlation between the photon intensity fluctuation and current ripples of MPS’s. This triggered an intensive effort to reduce MPS ripples and, as the first step, low-level feedback electronics and LC filter of the bending MPS have been improved. See Fig. 8 for the improvement scheme of the LC filter and 9 & 10 for BPM signals (short-term orbit stability) before and after the LC filter improvement.

Figure 5: Uni-polar MPS Ramping Controller.

Figure 6: Uni-polar MPS Ramping, De-Ramping Current curve.

4 BIPOLAR DIGITAL INTERFACE

140 corrector MPS’s, that are operating in the PLS storage ring, are bi-polar. Controllers for these MPS's communicate with the VME system in a parallel-bit manner. Dedicated controllers for the global orbit feedback has been developed and installed in Dec. 2001. They have dual communication ports, serial and Ethernet. Control speed as fast as 100 µs and 500 ms over 140 corrector MPS's have been achieved via parallel communication and Ethernet respectively. Control software is based on EPICS (Experimental Physics & Industrial Control System) using MODBUS/TCP protocol. Fig. 7 shows the diagram of corrector MPS controller. Synchronized control of 140 MPS's can be achieved by the serial communication.

Figure 7: Corrector MPS Orbit Feedback Controller.

Figure 8: Bending MPS LC Filter structure change.

Figure 9: BPM signal before Bending MPS LC Filter change.

Figure 10: BPM signal after Bending MPS LC Filter change.

Figure 11: Current stability before and after Bending MPS improvement.
6 FUTURE UPGRADE PLAN OF MPS

Dramatic upgrade of whole MPS system would require big budget. In this context, we are going to maintain the present system structure. As the efforts for improving unipolar MPS’s, we have changed LC filter structure, optimised the bandwidth of V-I regulator, and stabilized 6.6 kV AC line and MPS room temperature. We are also changing present 12-bit DAC’s to 16-bit ones for improving control resolution. In addition, development of bi-polar MPS’s with transistor linear type and 18-bit DAC are underway.

7 CONCLUSION

Stability of MPS’s is directly related to the beam stability of storage ring. R&D’s are under way for improving stability of MPS’s toward ±10ppm.
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